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Introduction

These explanatory notes provide supplementary information about the data available
through the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation’s (DWER) online
Water Information Reporting (WIR) system. They will help users to assess the
suitability of the data for their own purposes in light of original objectives, collection
regimes and measurement methods. Users are also advised to refer to the separate
Glossary for definitions of terminology.
The department cannot warrant that the data it supplies is suitable for any and every
purpose. Data is collected with particular departmental priorities in mind that may not
suit other purposes. Depending on such things as the historical source of the data, or
the sampling program’s individual requirements and methodologies, there will be
varying levels of applicability and quality.
Data can be easily misinterpreted and misapplied. This can be costly both financially
and environmentally. For example, data collection whose focus is stormwater events
or possible contamination events should not be used for evaluating natural
background environmental conditions as it is non-representative. Users are advised
to make careful judgements in this regard, where possible taking into consideration
the purpose of the original sampling program (“Project”) where this is available.
It should also never be assumed that reported values are absolutely correct. All care
is taken, but errors can and do occur during data collection and capture. Outliers may
or may not be valid; this can only be assessed where data has been examined by an
expert user and rated for quality. Where possible, metadata and data quality
indicators are provided to help with assessment. However, not all data is quality
rated.
Users should also read the copyright and disclaimer notices provided with data.
Usage of data is deemed acceptance of those conditions.
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Data sources

The data provided through WIR is sourced from two main DWER databases: WIN
and Hydstra. No water licensing information is available through WIR; refer to the
online Water Register for that information.

2.1

WIN

WIN is the department’s Water INformation system, a relational database that stores
data from bores, surface water and rainfall sites for Western Australia.
WIN phase-out
The WIN database is approaching end-of-life and will be progressively migrated
across into the Hydstra system in an eighteen-month program commencing in mid2017. During the first phase, site and borehole information will be migrated, then
water levels, water quality and finally biological. Each phase will affect the way data
is presented in WIR. This document describes system status as at the end of phase
1 (borehole and site information).
WIN data is discrete
The water level/water quality data in WIN is all Discrete, or Non-continuous. Discrete
data is that which is collected at a singular instance of space and time (i.e. one site,
date-time and depth) (cf. ‘Continuous’ under the section about Hydstra below). With
discrete data, a straight line cannot be drawn between successive readings and be a
true interpolation of values within the time frame because of the natural variability
that exists at such time scales. Where a time scale is short enough to eliminate
natural variability and allow values between successive data points to be derived by
straight-line interpolation, it is said to be Continuous.
WIN data available through WIR
The types of WIN data provided through WIR include water levels (mainly ground),
water quality (including some biological indicators) and a limited amount of rainfall
data.
WIN water level and water quality data is collected by discrete measurements and
observations made in-situ (on site), or from samples that are collected and analysed
later in laboratories. In-situ data is captured into electronic devices or onto paper
forms and forwarded to a central support group for processing into WIN. Laboratory
results are provided in electronic or hardcopy format and processed by the same
group. WIN data is quality assured in terms of verification for completeness and
correctness, but not validated and assigned quality ratings due to limitations of the
current system (refer to the Glossary for meanings of terms).
WIN does not store derived or aggregated values, just raw results. Original units and
values are converted into standard units and stored in the database to support data
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analysis and reporting, but this is the only transformation that occurs. Only standard
units and values are reported, not originals.
Samples and readings
WIN data is stored as samples and readings. A sample is defined as a representative
portion of matrix (sample medium), or a set of measurements or observations,
collected at a singular site, date, time and depth by a particular collection regime.
Each sample has one or more associated readings, which are measurements against
particular variables (e.g. conductivity, total nitrogen). A great deal of contextual
information is captured against samples and readings, and much of this can be
accessed through WIR reports, especially in flat-file format.
All water level / water quality data loaded into WIR, whether from WIN or Hydstra, is
represented as samples and readings. These are the basic means of presenting any
type of measurement data such as water levels and flow, rainfall, continuous water
quality, discrete water quality, laboratory chemistry, in-situ readings and
observations, and biological data.
WIN Projects
WIN data is collected within sampling programs (“Projects”). These define:
•

the overall objective of sampling, that is the question(s) it is trying to answer

•

the how, what, where and when of sampling

•

quality requirements

•

limitations of the data.

Projects provide important contextual information about the data. All WIN data is
provided with a Project code and sampling purpose. Users are advised to consider
this when assessing data. For example, data collected from experimental work on
river remediation techniques such as oxygenation, or from the first flush of a
catchment during rainfall events, could be misleading if used to establish baseline
environmental values.
A listing of Projects and their details can be obtained via the WIR ‘Help and
Reference’ screen.

2.2

Hydstra

The department uses Hydstra database software to store, manage and report TimeSeries (TS) or Continuous data collected from continuously monitored stream
gauging and rainfall recording sites around Western Australia. It also contains a
limited amount of continuous groundwater data from boreholes.
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Borehole information
Additionally, Hydstra now stores borehole information that includes bore drilling and
construction information, lithology and stratigraphy, and aquifer details. This
information is obtained from various internal and external sources that include:
•

Form 2/2A “Information to be provided on completion of a nonartesian/artesian well”

•

Geological Survey of WA reports

•

hydrogeological reports submitted under licence conditions by external
groundwater abstracters

•

borehole information collected from internal drilling programs.

Hydstra time series data
Hydstra time series (TS) data is continuous; that is, collected at a measurement
interval that enables the variable activity between readings to be defined by straight
line interpolation without loss of definition. A straight line drawn between two
continuous readings would be a true representation of the actual possible values
within that limited time frame.
Hydstra holds TS water levels, water quality and DWER rainfall measurements, as
well as stream gaugings and ratings that allow stream flow to be derived from water
levels. Data is collected at five or 15-minute intervals by data loggers and is
transferred to a central location for validation and archiving, generally by telemetry.

Archival vs provisional
Hydstra TS data falls into two main types: archival and provisional.
•

Archival data is that which has been subject to quality control checking,
assigned a quality code, and stored in the long-term Hydstra archive.

•

Provisional data is that which is provided on a temporary basis (for the time
being), on condition that it is ‘raw’ and unverified. It is still pending formal
quality review and archiving, but may be useful as a general indicator of
current conditions. Hydstra telemetered data is classed as provisional until it is
archived. As validation is a largely manual process relying on human
expertise, there is usually a significant gap between the time data is received
centrally and the time it is archived.

Hydstra data is aggregated in WIR
The Hydstra TS archival data that is provided though WIR is aggregated or
transformed to daily values, which is the time interval most commonly requested for
DWER TS data. That is, stage (water level) is converted to daily min/mean/max
stage and river level; and rainfall is converted to daily total rainfall.

4
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In this sense, it is no longer true time-series data, although we continue to refer to it
as TS data in this document to distinguish it from discrete data. Users wishing to
order point values or different transformation intervals should submit a manual report
request through WIR. However, it should be noted that this may take 30 days or
longer to fulfil, depending on departmental workloads and the size and complexity of
the request.
TS data in WIR is aggregated to the end of the date specified, not the start. This is
important to note, because other reporting conventions aggregate TS data to other
times, such as to 9:00 am for total rainfall. For WIR, all data is aggregated to end of
the day so that it is a full 24 hours of data for the represented day.
When Hydstra data is aggregated and loaded into WIR, it is stored as samples and
readings so that it has the same structure as discrete data. This allows both TS and
discrete data to be presented in the same report. Thus, one day’s TS water level
readings at a site would be aggregated and represented as one sample (site, date
and depth of 0), with 10 associated readings consisting of:
•

min/max/mean water level, with cease to flow (CTF 1) included, i.e. three stage
values)

•

min/max/mean water level, without CTF included, i.e. 3 River Level values

•

min/max/mean discharge rate (three values in m3/sec)

•

total discharge (one value in GL or ML).

There could also be one or more discrete samples from the same site and date but
with different times, depths and sampling methodologies, and each having one or
more readings.
Hydstra TS data available through WIR
Both archival and provisional Hydstra data is available through WIR, subject to these
limitations:
•

•

The full period of record for the department’s archival data is available, but
only as aggregated daily minimums, maximums, means and/or totals. Smaller
time intervals and instantaneous point values are not provided through WIR as
the resultant data volumes would be too great.
The last six days of telemetered data is available as provisional point data. It
has not been subject to quality checking, and can only be accessed via links
to the pre-computed report store through WIR. (Please refer to the WIR user
guide for details).

1 Cease to flow (CTF): The CTF is defined as the lowest point in the low flow control (e.g. the bottom of a v-notch

weir) and is given a convenience value of 10.000 m if standard level elevation (SLE) is used at the site. (If a CTF
value of zero were used and the CTF eroded, corroded, or moved then negative values could result which can
cause computation and logger difficulties.). CTF can change with conditions at the site.
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Hydstra TS variables
The following table shows Hydstra TS variables that are used in live data reports and
pre-computed reports. The ID numbers will be seen in text files of telemetry data
only.
Table 1: Hydstra TS variables available through WIR
(Please note: from mid March 2015 the Department changed from reporting
conductivity as uncompensated to compensated)

Group

Variable

ID

Qualifiers

Archival

Rainfall (std)

1.00

Daily total

Archival

Rainfall (non-std)

4.00

Daily total

Archival

Stage (with CTF)

10.00

Archival

Stage (without CTF)

102.00

Daily min,
mean and
max
Daily min,
mean and
max

Archival

Discharge rate (TS)

140.00

Archival

Discharge vol (TS)

151.00

Archival

Groundwater Level (AHD)

111.00

Archival

Cond comp (TS)

80.00

Archival

Water temp (TS)

24.00

Provisional

Rainfall (std)

Provisional

Stage (with CTF)

10.00

5 min point,
last 6 days

Provisional

Stage (without CTF)

103.00

5 min point,
last 6 days

Provisional

Cond comp (TS)

80.00

5 min point,
last 6 days

Provisional

Water temp (TS)

24.00

5 min point,
last 6 days

6

1.00

Description
Rainfall collected at a station that
meets department rainfall station
standards
Rainfall collected at a nonstandard department rainfall
station
River level (stage) with the
arbitrary 10m CTF value included
in the value.
River level (stage) with the 10m
CTF value subtracted from the
value to show actual river level at
that site.
The rate of discharge at the site in
m3/sec.

Daily min,
mean and
max
Daily total
Daily min,
mean and
max
Daily min,
mean and
max
Daily min,
mean and
max
5 min total,
last 6 days

The total volume of discharge at
the site in megalitres (ML).
Water levels from logged bores in
mAHD.
Conductivity that has been
compensated to a standard
temperature such as 25 deg C.
The actual water temperature

Rainfall collected at a station that
meets department rainfall station
standards
River level (stage) with the 10m
CTF value included in the value
(refer to Glossary).
River level (stage) with the 10m
CTF value subtracted from the
value to show actual river level at
that site.
Conductivity that has been
compensated to a standard
temperature such as 25ºC.
The actual water temperature at
the time of measurement.
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Data categories explained

WIR uses data categories as a convenient means of classifying, finding and filtering
data. Data categories are based upon distinguishable characteristics of the data,
such as whether it is:
•

discrete or continuous

•

water quality, water levels/flow or meteorological

•

site information

•

hydrogeological (borehole) information

•

TS archival (quality assured) data

•

TS provisional (raw telemetered data - not quality assured)

•

generated live by the WIR reporting system

•

pre-computed by Hydstra.

Data categories may be any one of these characteristics, or a combination of them.
Table 2: Data category listing
Data Category
Hydrogeological
Metadata
Meteorological - TS archive
Meteorological - TS provisional
Project information
Site information
Water level-flow - TS archive
Water level-flow - TS provisional
Water levels - discrete
Water quality - TS archive
Water quality - TS provisional
Water quality indicators discrete
Water quality pre-packaged

Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

Description
Borehole information from hydrogeological projects,
reports or forms
Data about data, including reference codes, quality codes
and data license and limitation information
Meteorological data (e.g. rainfall) aggregated from the TSvalidated data archive
Meteorological data from the TS provisional (unvalidated
telemetry) data store
Project codes, names, descriptions, sites, sampling
regimes
Site identifiers, location, datums, status, purpose, drilled
depth, summary information, aquifers, etc.
Water levels or derived flow /discharge aggregated from
the TS-validated data archive
Water levels or derived flow /discharge from the TS
provisional (unvalidated telemetry) data store
Water levels from the discrete data store (WIN)
Water quality data aggregated from the TS-validated data
archive
Water quality data from the TS provisional (unvalidated
telemetry) data store
Water quality indicator data from the discrete data store
(WIN)
Water quality indicator data pre-packaged from bulk
extractions. For very large datasets.
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These categories may be added to or change over time. Not all categories may
initially be provided through WIR (e.g. water quality pre-packaged), but may be
added later.
Data Availability Summaries
Data Availability Summaries come in either Basic (simple) or Advanced (detailed)
versions). They present information primarily related to discrete and TS water quality
and water level data, not site / borehole information.
The basic and advanced summaries are both based on Data Categories, e.g.:

In the example above, time series data categories are assigned N/A (not applicable)
for the ‘no. of readings’. This is because the number of readings is not relevant for TS
data; it only applies to discrete data. By convention, TS data is quantified in terms of
years of record, and this is signified by the date range. The actual number of
readings becomes meaningless because it is very large. However, an approximate
number of aggregated values available from WIR can be calculated by working out
the number of days between the first measurement and the last measurement and
multiplying by the number of possible variables per day (such as min, mean, max
water level.). However, this will not take into account gaps in the record. It is an
indicator only.

In the example above, the Advanced Data Availability Summary is shown to further
separate data available by “Variable Type” which is useful when seeking specific
variable information in an area.
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Date conventions

Date-times are presented in WIR in DD/MM/YYYY HH:MM:SS format, in Australian
Western Standard Time (AWST; UTC/GMT +8 hours).
Most date-times in WIN are stored and reported with a “Reliability” code that
indicates the unit of measurement at which the date was accurately recorded (known
year, month, day, minute, hour, minute or second). The Reliability may also indicate
an estimated date-time, or an unknown date-time accuracy. In reports it may be
presented in a separate field (e.g. borehole construction date reliability name), or
concatenated with the represented date, e.g. ‘Collect Date (Known Accuracy)’.
Date-times should be interpreted in light of the reliability, where provided. For
example:
•

a date of “1/01/1966” with a reliability of “Known year” should only be read as
1966, not as 1 January 1966, because the actual day and month is not known.

•

a date of “01/02/2010 12:00” with a reliability of “Known day” should be read
as “01/02/2010”. The “12:00” is an artefact of the measuring instrument or
computer storage system and needs to be ignored.

•

A date of “20/10/2012 09:15” with a reliability of “Unknown” should be read
with caution. It is probably accurate down to the unit of time recorded, but this
cannot be verified and the true unit of time is unknown.

In data reports, sample and reading date-times are provided in several different
columns with different formats.
Table 3: Sample date-time fields
Column name

Example

Data type

Collected Date
Time
Collect Time
Collect Date

31/08/2004
13:56:00
01:56:00 PM
31/08/2004

Date-time

Collect Month

08

Number

Collect Year

2004

Number

Collect Date
(Known Accuracy)

31-AUG-2004 13:56
(Known minute)

Text

Time
Date

Description
The date-time as stored in the
database.
The time component only.
The date component only. Useful for
grouping / sorting data by date.
The month component only. Useful for
grouping / sorting data by month.
The year component only. Useful for
grouping / sorting data by year.
The date-time as a text representation
of its known accuracy.

The “Collect Date (Known Accuracy)” column in samples provides a visual
representation of the known accuracy of the collection date-time (see Table 4)
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Table 4: Collect Date (Known Accuracy) examples
Stored Date Time
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
31/08/2004 13:56:30
01/01/1900

Reliability
Unknown
Known year
Known month
Known day
Known hour
Known minute
Known second
Unknown

‘Collect Date (Known Accuracy)’ – as displayed
31/08/2004 13:56:00 (unknown accuracy)
2004 (Known year)
AUG-2004 (Known month)
31/08/2004 (Known day)
31/08/2004 13:00 (Known hour)
31/08/2004 13:56 (Known minute)
31/08/2004 13:56:30 (Known second)
Date is not known

The counterpart column in readings is called the “Reading Date (Known Accuracy)”.
Some data exists in WIN for which the collection date is not known. For example, a
bore report may contain pump test data, but the date of the test was not recorded.
This may be the only data there is for the site, and so it is valuable, even without a
collection date. Because the date field is mandatory in the database, we signify
unknown dates by a date of “01/01/1900” with a reliability of “Unknown”. Whenever
this date and reliability are seen together, they must be interpreted as “Date not
known”.
Data with a real date of 01/01/1900 can be differentiated from “Date not known”
because it will have a reliability other than “Unknown”. For example, “01/01/1900”
with a reliability of “Known day” is a true date of “01/01/1900 (Known day)”.
TS data does not have the concept of unknown dates. This data is generally logged
to the nearest minute. It is aggregated to daily values in WIR and represented as true
dates.

10
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Reports overview

5.1

Report packages

Reports are provided in zipped packages.

•

Reports that are emailed (10 MB or less) are not password-protected.

•

Reports placed on the FTP server for later download (larger than 10MB) are
password-protected to prevent unauthorised access so your data remains
confidential. The password will be provided in the email that advises you the
report is available from the FTP site.

Table 5: Typical contents of report packages
Report name

Type

DR##### Site
Selections For the
Request.csv

Metadata

README.txt

Data report(s) (various
names)

Data

WIR_Copyright.pdf

Metadata

Description
A CSV listing of the sites used for the request. The
filename is prefixed by the data request number. The
file contains basic site information such as WIN Site
ID, other identifiers and geographic coordinates. It
may be imported into geographic information systems
(GIS). WIN Site IDs can also be loaded back into WIR
to rerun reports as required.
A text file describing how to obtain explanatory
information, codes descriptors and metadata to assist
with understanding and evaluating the data.
The actual data report(s) in various formats, e.g.:
WaterLevelsForSite.xlsx
Site - All Site Details (SD6).xlsx
WaterQualityForSite.xlsx
Department copyright and disclaimer notice for WIR
data.

Each package contains a README file that describes the metadata and other
information available to help with understanding and evaluating the data. This
includes:
•

Explanatory notes: supplementary information about the data we provide.

Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
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•

Glossary: definitions for terminology found in system documentation and data.

•

Reference codes: a data dictionary of the codes used in reports (PDF Format).

•

Variables and analysis methods: listings and descriptions of all variables
(parameters) measured, and the analysis methods and instruments used to
obtain them (Excel format).

•

Project details: details on the projects (sampling programs) that may be
referenced in some of the data reports.

•

Full site listing: a complete listing of all sites displayed in WIR and their
attributes (Excel format).

•

Metadata: metadata about site attribute listings and map contextual layers.

Metadata and information can be downloaded from the WIR Help and References
page. You are strongly encouraged to do this in order to properly apply the data.

5.2

Report types and formats

WIR Reports generally fall into four main types, and these come in several formats:
•

Data reports, based on measurements and observations taken at the site,
and likely to change over time. They are more concerned with the environment
at the site, particularly in relation to water, than the site itself. They contain
data such as water levels (surface and ground), water flow and discharge,
water quality and rainfall.

•

Site details reports, based on measurements and observations recorded at
or about the site and not likely to change greatly over time. They are more
concerned with the site itself than the environment at the site. They contain
information such as site locations and identifiers (numbers, codes, names);
depth reference points (DRPs); and borehole construction (casing and fill),
aquifers, lithology logs, and stratigraphy logs.

•

Metadata reports, based on information about data such as codes and
descriptors, project details, etc.

•

Pre-computed reports, based on measurements and observations taken at
the site. Unlike the previous three report types, they are not generated ondemand by the WIR system, but offline by the Hydstra system. They consist of
site summaries, data summary reports, plots and zipped text files of data.

The formats include:
•

PDF documents:
− site details and borehole information
− data summaries
− metadata reports including reference codes
− background information such as explanatory notes

12
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Spreadsheets:
− site details and borehole information
− data reports in either cross-tabulated or flat-file layouts
− reference codes; in particular, variable and analysis method-related
codes.

•

Comma-separated value (CSV) files:
− sites used in data reports (basic site details only)
− data reports in flat-file layout

•

Plots of data including rainfall, water level /flow and water quality.
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Reports explained

Data reports, Site Details Reports and Pre-Computed Reports are elaborated in the
rest of this document. Metadata reports were explained in section 5.1 (Report
packages).

6.1

Data reports

Data reports are provided in spreadsheets or CSV files.
Spreadsheets are the most common means of providing WIR data. They are a
convenient format for extracting, viewing and manipulating large amounts of data.
Currently, Microsoft Excel supports over one million rows and sixteen thousand
columns of data per spreadsheet. This represents a significant amount of data.
Closely related to spreadsheets, are CSV files, which can be opened in Excel or
other data analysis packages. They are only limited in size by the application that
opens them and the available system memory. CSV files can contain very large
volumes of data. However, they have the disadvantage of not retaining data
formatting information, and can run into problems if text is not represented correctly,
because commas and other characters can cause the data to lose structure.
Spreadsheets are presented in either cross-tabulated or flat-file layout.
Cross-tabulated reports
A cross-tab(ulated) report tabulates data in pivot-table fashion against a set of
grouped sample row headers and reading column headers, with sample details in the
left-most columns (one sample per row), and reading headers expanding dynamically
to the right according to the number of variables measured. Shown schematically
below:
Sample headers

Reading headers
Reading 1

Reading 2
P (tot) |
mg/L

Site

Date –time

Depth

Etc.

N (tot) |
mg/L

Sample1

616011

15/03/2011

1.5 m

Grab

0.5

Sample2

6160577

3/04/2011

0m

Insit

1.2

Qual
code

Etc.

Qual
code

<0.1

Etc.

Cross-tab reports present two columns of information for each reading header – one
for the result and identifier (or determinand, described further ahead); and one for a
quality code, if available.
Cross-tab reports present all of the readings for each sample across the sheet in a
relatively compact format that avoids repeating sample details, but they are unable to
provide in-depth information about readings, such as analysis methods and limits of
reporting (LORs).
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Flat-file reports
A flat-file report provides one result or measurement per row, with sample details
repeating down the worksheet and reading analysis details displayed in fixed
columns to the right. Unlike cross-tab files, the reading headers do not expand
dynamically to the right. Shown schematically below:
Sample headers

Reading headers

Site

Date –time

Depth

Etc.

Determinand

Rdg
value

Etc

Analysis
method

Etc

Sample1

61610001

13/09/2005

10 m

Pump

Al (tot) | mg/L

0.67

…

406-MS

…

Sample1

61610001

13/09/2005

10 m

Pump

Fe (tot) | mg/L

0.24

…

PEM-001

…

Sample1

61610001

13/09/2005

10 m

Pump

P (tot) {TP, pTP} | mg/L

0.06

…

PEI-070

…

Sample2

61610001

17/10/2005

0m

In-situ

Static water level | m

>45

…

Direct r

…

Etc.

Flat-files allow much more information to be provided about each reading, but have
the disadvantage of causing sample details to repeat down the page, according to
the number of determinands reported. They are useful for investigating individual
readings and filtering on such things as analysis methods or instruments.
Sample headers explained
The sample headers provided in both cross-tabulated and flat-file reports are
identical. They are described in the following table. The following groupings do not
necessarily reflect the order of columns in the spreadsheet. Some fields have been
grouped with others of similar type.
Table 6: Sample headers and descriptions
Group
Site
identifi
er
Collect
ion
dates
and
times

Header
name

Col

Description

Site Ref

A

Collected
Date Time

B

Collect Time

C

Collect Date

D

The primary reference code or number used to identify the site. The
site reference derives from a particular numbering system that
employs a meaningful structure.
The date and time of the collected sample, down to the second. Note
that this is how the date-time is stored in the database. It may or may
not be a true representation of the actual date-time.
A date-time can be known to the nearest year, or month, or day,
minute or second, or even unknown. You need to look at the “Collect
Date (Known Accuracy)” field to see a true representation of the
accuracy of the date.
The sample collection time, extracted from the “Collected Date Time”
field and used for filtering and sorting.
Note that the actual sample time may or may not be accurately
known. Refer to the “Collect Date (Known Accuracy)” column for
accuracy.
The sample collection date, extracted from the “Collected Date Time”
field and used for filtering and sorting.
Note that the actual sample date may or may not be accurately
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identifi
ers

Project
details

Sample
type

Depth
details
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Header
name

Col

Collect
Month

E

Collect Year

F

Collect Date
(Known
Accuracy)

G

Sample ID

H

Sample
Number

K

Lab Sample
No
Field Sample
Ref
COC
number
Project Code

V

Project Site
Ref
Sample
Type

Depth
Measuremen
t Point
Sample
Depths M

W
X
I
J
M

N
O

Description
known. Refer to the “Collect Date (Known Accuracy)” column for
accuracy.
The sample collection month, extracted from the “Collected Date
Time” field and used for filtering and sorting.
Note that the actual sample month may or may not be accurately
known. Refer to the “Collect Date (Known Accuracy)” accuracy.
The sample collection year, extracted from the “Collected Date Time”
field and used for filtering and sorting.
Note that the actual sample year may or may not be accurately
known. Refer to the “Collect Date (Known Accuracy)” column for
accuracy.
The date-time of the collected sample, represented in text format
with its known units of accuracy, e.g. a date stored as “01/06/2001”
with a reliability of month would be represented as “JUN-2001
(Known month)”.
It cannot be manipulated numerically.
By convention, dates of 01/01/1900 with a reliability of Unknown are
displayed as “Date not known”
For discrete data, the unique numeric database key assigned by the
WIN system to identify the sample.
For TS data, a number generated from data that uniquely identifies
the “sample”.
The number applied to the sample by departmental samplers, usually
as a bottle number or sticker number. May not be unique within the
database. Sometimes used to match in situ and chemistry samples.
A tracking number applied to the sample by the analytical laboratory
where applicable.
A number or code recorded against the sample in the field to provide
additional details.
A Chain of Custody number, used for tracking data from collection to
capture,
Unique code that identifies the project (sampling program) under
which the data was collected.
The preferred site reference code used in the original data collection
Project. May or may not be the same as the primary Site ref.
A categorization of sample types, broadly based on whether
Standard samples (i.e. actual measurements) or QA/QC samples,
and further divided into individual subtypes where appropriate
Only standard samples are available through WIR. QA/QC samples
are of little interest to most users, but available through manual
request if required.
The measurement or reference point from which the depth of the
sample was measured, e.g. ground level (GL), top of casing (TOC),
surface water level (SWL), etc.
A text field describing the depth or depth range at which the sample
was collected in meters. Depth may be a single value (e.g. 2.5) for
grabs and in situ samples, or a range (e.g. 0–3.5) for samples taken
over depth.
Note: by convention, depth measurements taken from depth
reference points used by the department (e.g. GL, TOC and WSL)
are positive downward and negative upwards.
By contrast, depth measurements expressed in other datum planes
such as AHD have the opposite convention of being positive
upwards and negative downwards. This has particular implications
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Group

Collect
ion
details

Other
sample
details

Header
name

WIR

Col

Collection
Method

L

Collection
Device

Q

Collection
Frequency
Sample
Matrix
Data Source

R

Sample
Comment
Security

T

P
S

U

Description
for groundwater level measurements, which are often expressed in
mAHD.
The means by which the sampler was able to capture or collect the
matrix in order to measure it. It is not the instrument or device used
to collect the sample, but rather the methodology employed.
The device that was used to capture or collect the matrix in order to
measure it.
It is not the instrument used to take the measurement (the field
analysis Instrument)
The general frequency of the sampling, e.g. regular, irregular, onceoff, etc.
The physical medium that was sampled or measured, e.g., water,
soil/sediment, animal tissue, etc.
The storage system from which the data came.
Comments made about the sample by the sampler or data capture
staff.
The release status of the data.

Reading headers explained
This section covers all of the headers encountered for readings, whether in cross-tab
or flat-file format (although the cross-tab only uses two headers: determinand and
quality code).
Table 7: Reading headers and descriptions
Header name
Determinand

Reading Value

Description
A unique descriptor for the property being reported (determined), and
consisting of two or more of the following separated by pipe (‘|’) symbols:
• Variable name
• Variable qualifier
• Taxon
• Standard units
The constituents of determinands are also provided in separate fields to
allow filtering and grouping of data.
Determinands are described in more detail below.
Notes about reading values:
• The value being reported can be a:
− Number, e.g. 34109, 0.02, etc.
− Range, e.g. 5–10.
− Date, e.g. 08/04/2012 (commencement of pumping)
− Text (stored as a code and deciphered as a short name), e.g. “Tide –
Ebb”.
• Numbers and ranges may be prefixed by a value qualifier (“=”, “<”, “>” or
“~”, meaning equals, less than, greater than, and approximate
respectively.
• A number such as <0.01 is below the limit of reporting.
• The “=” qualifier is implicit and usually not reported.
• Because of the need to bring all data types into one field prefixed with
value qualifiers, all values are converted to text. However, numeric text
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Header name

Reading ID

Variable ID
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Qualifier
Name
Analysis Method
Code

Measurement
Instrument
Reading Date
(Known Accuracy)

STD Units
Data Category Name
Quality Code

Description
values can be converted back into true numbers for mathematical
manipulation. See Converting text to numbers.
For discrete data, the unique numeric database key assigned by the WIN
system to identify the reading.
For TS data, a number generated from data that uniquely identifies the
“reading”.
The unique numeric database key assigned by the WIN system to identify
the variable
The name or identifier for a constituent or property that is measured or
estimated in a sample or field measurement.
Details about variables are provided with data in the
VariablesAndAnalysisMethods.xlsx spreadsheet.
A means of classifying variables into groups having similar chemical
structure, end use, biological order, physical characteristics and/or
measurement technique.
Descriptions of variable types are provided with data in the
VariablesAndAnalysisMethods.xlsx spreadsheet.
A property that moderates or qualifies a variable, such as specimen length
ranges. It allows different attributes of the same variable to be reported
without multiplying the number of variables.
The code assigned by a laboratory or the department to uniquely identify the
analysis method used to obtain the reading.
For field readings this is generally “Direct reading”.
Details about analysis methods are provided with data in the
VariablesAndAnalysisMethods.xlsx spreadsheet.
The field or laboratory instrument used to obtain the measurement.
The date-time that the reading was obtained, represented in text format with
its known units of accuracy, e.g. a date stored as “01/06/2001” with a
reliability of month would be represented as “JUN-2001 (Known month)”.
It cannot be manipulated numerically.
For data collected in-situ, the reading date will be the same as the sample
collection date.
For data analysed in a laboratory, the reading date will be later than the
sample collection date. It is usually the date that the sample was taken out of
storage and extracted or prepared for analysis. The actual analysis date may
be shortly after this, but within prescribed holding times.
By convention, dates of 01/01/1900 with a reliability of Unknown are
displayed as “Date not known”.
The standard units for the variable and sample matrix being measured, e.g.
mg/L for water, mg/kg for soils/sediments.
The data category for the reading.
The quality code for the reading. Described in more detail below.

The determinand contains several pieces of information that, in combination,
uniquely identify the property being determined. As a minimum, it will contain the
variable (the basic element or property measured) and the associated standard
reporting units for the sample matrix, separated by a pipe (|) symbol; e.g. “Al (tot) |
mg/L” for total aluminium in milligrams per litre.
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It can also include other information, namely:
•

A variable qualifier - a property that moderates or qualifies a variable, such as
specimen length ranges. An example would be the variable, “Species Count”
being qualified by different length ranges (e.g. “0–5 cm”, “5–10 cm”, “10–15
cm”,). A variable that records the life stage of insects might have variable
qualifiers such as “embryo”, “larva”, “pupa” and “imago”. Variable qualifiers
allow different attributes of the same variable to be reported without
multiplying the number of variables.

•

A taxon name - providing identifiers for biological data, and is the taxonomic
scientific name. It may contain family/genus/species descriptors.

Table 8: Example determinands and constituents
Determinand

Variable

Qualifier

Taxon

Std
units

N (tot) {TN, pTN} | mg/L

N (tot) {TN, pTN}

-

-

mg/L

Cu (tot) | mg/L

Cu (tot)

-

-

mg/L

Discharge rate (TS | daily max |
m3/s

Discharge rate (TS)

daily max

-

m3/s

Discharge rate (TS | daily max |
m3/s

Discharge rate (TS)

daily
mean

-

m3/s

Species density |
Chlamydomonas globosa |
cells/mL

Species density

-

Chlamydomonas
globosa

cells/m
L

Reading values explained
Reading values (measurements/results/observations) come in several possible data
types:
•

numbers, e.g. 427 (μS/cm), <0.01 (mg/L), 5.23 (%), etc.

•

numeric ranges, e.g. 0 – 5 (knots), 40 – 50 (%), etc.

•

dates, e.g. “01/05/2012” (the date something began, such as pumping or
sample collection)

•

code names, e.g. “Tide – ebb”, “Water level status – rising”, “Colour – blue”,
etc.

Reading values may also be prefixed by a value qualifier, e.g. <0.05, >150, ~45. In
previous documentation supplied with WIN data they may have been referred to as
Reliability codes or Confidence level Indicators, but the preferred terminology is
Value Qualifiers. They indicate whether the true value of a result is equal to, above,
below, or approximately equal to its stated value.
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Table 9: Value qualifiers
Qualifier

Meaning

=

The value is as close to true as can be measured by the analytical method or
instrument used, within an accepted or stated level of measurement uncertainty. If
no indicator is reported with data, then the ‘=’ indicator is implicit. Generally, ‘=’
qualifiers are not reported with data.

<

The true value is less than the value that can be measured by the analytical method
or instrument, within an accepted or stated level of measurement uncertainty. For
example:

>

•

A chemistry result is below the limit of reporting (LOR) (or practical
quantitation limit (PQL))

•

For groundwater levels expressed in mAHD, the actual water level is below
the measured value (bore is dry, blocked, too deep to measure, etc.) (Down
(below the datum plane) is negative in AHD; up is positive.)

•

For groundwater levels expressed against the department’s depth reference
points (DRPs) such as Measurement Point (MP), ground level (GL), top of
casing (TOC), etc., the actual water level is above the highest measurable
point of the bore, which is capped artesian. (Up is negative by departmental
convention; down is positive.)

The true value is greater than the value that can be measured by the analytical
method or instrument, within an accepted or stated level of measurement
uncertainty. For example:

~

•

a turbidity reading is above the maximum range of the instrument

•

for groundwater levels expressed in mAHD, the actual water level is above
the highest measurable point of the bore, which is capped artesian. (Up is
positive in AHD, down is negative.)

•

for groundwater levels expressed against the department’s depth reference
points (DRPs) such as ground level (GL), top of casing (TOC), etc., the
actual water level is below the measured value. (Down is positive by
departmental convention; up is negative.)

The value is approximate.

Quality codes
Quality codes are currently only available for TS data, not discrete data. When TS
data is aggregated, the lowest quality rating of the constituent data is assigned to the
result. Quality codes will be added to discrete data in the future.
Table 10: Time series data quality codes
Quality
code
1
2
3
4
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Report
Symbol

"
#

Description
Uncertainty +/-2%
Uncertainty +/-5%
Uncertainty +/-10%
Uncertainty +/-15%
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Quality
code

WIR

Report
Symbol

5
6
10
25
100, 104
101, 105

$
&
!
A
=
<

102, 106

>

103, 107
150
151
152
161
255

~
P
B
[
U
[

Description
Uncertainty +/-20%
Uncertainty > +/-20%
Not reviewed / Quality not known
Accumulated record
Discrete data – recorded value represents the true value
Discrete data – recorded value is less than the true value, which is not
measurable
Discrete data – recorded value is greater than the true value, which is
not measurable
Discrete data – recorded value approximately represents the true value
Provisional
Outside measured range
Not available
Unrated
No record

Note:
The quality code is used in WIR reports
The report symbol is used in pre-computed reports
Provisional TS data is automatically assigned a quality code of 150.
The Q 100 – 107 codes represent data that has been extracted from the discrete data store (WIN) by Hydstra, for
reporting and plotting. WIN data is generally prefixed with qualifiers that indicate whether the reported value
is equal to (=), less than (<), greater than (>) or approximately equal to (~) the true value. Hydstra does not
prefix the reported values with qualifiers, but it does present the qualifiers in the Q Codes (100 – 107). When
you see these codes, you must read the value in light of the associated qualifier. E.g. a water level of 80 m
AHD with a Q code of 101 should be read as <80 m AHD (i.e. the true water level is below 80 m AHD) .
Most of the discrete data employs Q 100 – 103 codes. A small amount uses the corresponding Q 104 to
107 codes. These different ranges are used internally by the department for tagging different datasets; they
have no relevance to external users of the data, and no effect on the data.

6.2

Site details reports

Site details reports come in two formats: printable PDF and spreadsheets. There are
minor differences in the information presented in these reports, but generally they are
much the same. The differences are partly to do with the reporting capabilities of the
different formats, and partly to do with the report’s intended use. The PDF report is
designed for printing and reading, and so the focus is on presentation and layout.
The spreadsheet’s purpose is to provide bulk data in a form that allows data
manipulation and ingestion into software packages, and so is in a fairly ‘raw’
(unformatted) state with some repetition of information.
The reports provide information about all types of sites, but some sections such as
aquifers and construction will only be relevant boreholes. Where data is not
applicable or available for those sections, a “no data available” notice is displayed.
Contents of printable site reports
Printable site reports contain different sections for different site attributes. Their
overall contents are similar to spreadsheets, but with the addition of data availability
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summaries. The printable reports present one site’s details at a time, unlike the
spreadsheet reports, which present multiple sites on each sheet.
Table 11: Contents of printable site details reports
Section
Header
Alternative Site
References
General details

Depth
Measurement
Points
Drilling
Borehole
Information
Casing
Fill
Aquifers
Lithology log
Stratigraphy log
Advanced Data
Summary

Description
Contains primary site identifiers using: the primary default site reference,
site name, and site short name.
The alternative ways that the site is identified in terms of various
numbering systems, using site numbers or codes, names, and short
names.
General information about the site such as geographic coordinates and
their accuracy, various types of management area and locality that the
site resides in, and site comments.
Local reference points or marks that are used for the measurement or
calculation of vertical distance (height or depth) in relation to a datum
plane from an effective start date.
Information about the drilling of a borehole (depths, diameters, fluids
used)
General information about a borehole – dates, parties involved, depths,
etc.
Elements, materials, depths and diameters used for the casing of a bore.
Types of fill, materials used, and depths applicable for bore fill.
Aquifers intersected and screened by a bore.
Lithological log description (rock characteristics) of the drilled hole over
depth
Stratigraphy (interpreted geological strata) of the lithology log.
Provides detailed data availability summaries for measurements at the
site (first and last measurement date and number of measurements),
presented in various ways:
By Project: shows all of the projects that have conducted or are
conducting measurement at the site.
By Data Category: shows the categories of date measured at the site.
By Variable Type: shows the variable types measured at the site.

Contents of site spread sheet reports
Spread sheets of site information come in workbooks with different site attributes on
different tabs (worksheets). The data is in convenient format for manipulation, or
ingestion into third party tools such as GIS applications, databases and statistical
packages.
Table 12: Contents of site spreadsheet reports
Tab / worksheet
Site details
Depth
Measurement

22

Description
Basic information about sites such as identifiers, names, geographic
coordinates, and other locational information.
Local reference points or marks that are used for the measurement or
calculation of vertical distance (height or depth) in relation to a datum
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Tab / worksheet
Points
Drilling
Borehole
Information
Casing
Fill
Aquifers

Lithology log
Stratigraphy log

Description
plane from an effective start date.
Information about the drilling of a borehole (depths, diameters, fluids
used)
General information about a borehole – dates, parties involved, depths,
etc.
Elements, materials, depths and diameters used for the casing of a bore.
Types of fill, materials used, and depths applicable for bore fill.
Aquifers intersected and screened by a bore. Note: very little aquifer
information is captured for non-DWER bores; not all DWER bores have
aquifer information.
Lithological log description (rock characteristics) of the drilled hole over
depth
Stratigraphy (interpreted geological strata) of the lithology log.

The contents are described in more detail in following sections, grouped by topic

Site identifiers
Site identifiers are the various ways in which sites are labelled, named and identified.
One site will usually have multiple identifiers, relating to the ways that different data
collectors have referred to it over time.
Every site has a primary site reference. For surface sites and boreholes this will be
an AWRC number. For rainfall sites this will be a BOM or MET reference. (The old
WIN Site ID - a unique numeric database key – is now a defunct historic site
identifier.)
Site can have multiple identifiers and names under different numbering systems.
Numbering systems represent the way different parties have identified the site over
time. They will generally have a defined structure or format and convey humanreadable information, although TEXT_REFs are simply free text. E.g., the following
references all relate to one site:
Table 13: Alternative references for a site
Numbering
system
AWRC

Reference
Code

Site name

61610001

Lake Thomson - T110 (O)

T110 (O)

Y

AQWAB

2033-1-SE-0255

T110 (O)

N

GW

PEE1740101B

LAKE THOMSON - LAKE THOMPSON
110 OB
LAKE THOMSON - T110 (O)

T110 (O)

N

MWB

T110 (OBS)

LAKE THOMSON - T110 (O)

T110 (O)

N

WIN_ID

4343

Short
Name

Primary
Ref

N

Site references have a number of fields that include a reference code or number, a
name, and a context.
•

Numbering System: a code that uniquely identifies the system used to number
or name the site.
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•

Reference Code: a code or number used to uniquely identify the site within the
numbering system, e.g. “61610001”, “601001”, “WI30”.

•

Site Name: the full name of the site, often with geographical context included,
such as river or lake name, etc. E.g. “Lake Thomson - T110 (O)”, “Young River
- Neds Corner”, “Wilson Inlet - Site 30”, etc.

•

Short name: abbreviated or shrt name for the site, usually without any
geographical context, e.g. “T110 (O)”, “Neds Corner”, “Site 30”, etc.

Alternative references are very useful for identifying and matching historical data,
especially that associated with old reports.
Site identifiers in printable site reports
In the printable site report, the header contains the default references and the WIN
Site ID.
Default site
Reference

Site Name

Short Name

At the top of the printable report is a table listing the references for the site.

Site identifiers in spreadsheet reports
Site identifiers are found in the site details sheet of the spreadsheet report.
Table 14: Site identifiers – spreadsheet report
Column name
Site Ref
Site Name

24

Description
The primary or default reference number for the site.
The full name for the site, generally including its geographic context.
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Column name
Site Short Name
All Site References

Description
The short name for the site, often abbreviated, and without the
geographic context.
All identifiers (reference numbers or codes) by which the site may be
known. References are separated by semi-colons. Numbering system
codes are surrounded by square brackets, e.g. 2034-2-SW-0406
[AQWAB]; PER1031104B [GW].

General site details
Both reports provide general information about sites that includes site coordinates
and how obtained; locations and management areas that the sites are situated in;
and site comments.
General site details in printable site reports

Descriptions of these fields are available in the table below, which relates primarily to
the spread sheet report.

General site details in spread sheet reports
As well as locational information the site details worksheet contains details about the
site’s overall usage.
Table 15: Site details described – spread sheet report
Column name
Site Type
Site Subtype
Site Geographic
Feature
Zone

Description
A broad categorisation of the site in relation to the earth's surface and the
primary type of water system (source) it relates to.
A sub-classification of the site type, based on the type of asset or
infrastructure at the site, or its primary usage.
The predominant geographic feature that the site is situated in, such as
estuary, catchment, etc.
The zone for the coordinate system in which the site is geo-referenced.
By convention, all department site coordinates are expressed in the
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Column name
Easting
Northing
Longitude
Latitude
Geographic Datum
1:250,000 Map
Code

Gg Stn catchment
area (km2)

Catchment

Estuary

BOM Rainfall
District
Local Govt
Authority
Locality
Department Region

Local landmark
name
Groundwater
Province
River Basin
Groundwater Area

Surface Water Area
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Geocentric Datum of Australia (GDA94).
A linear distance eastwards from the vertical grid line, which passes
through the origin (or false origin) of the GDA94 grid system.
A linear distance northwards from the horizontal grid line which passes
through the true origin or false origin of the GDA94 grid system.
An angular distance measured east or west from a reference meridian
(usually Greenwich) on the earth’s surface.
The latitude of a feature is its angular distance on a meridian, measured
northwards or southwards from the terrestrial equator.
The geodetic datum in which the latitude and longitude are expressed.
The index number for the 250 Thou map sheet that site resides in, if
applicable.
Derived from “Map sheet / Data Indexes 2004 (for 1:100 000 and 1:250
000 NATMAP and GEODATA TOPO 250k)”. Refer to References.
The area of the catchment above the position of a stream gauging station
in square kilometres. It should be noted that:
• This only applies to stream gauging stations.
• Values may not be entirely accurate due to limitations of the
available topographic information at the time the areas were
calculated.
• The entire area of the catchment may not contribute to the
streamflow recorded at the gauging station.
• While we endeavour to provide accurate information, it is
recommended that users check the values provided.
The name of the department catchment that the site resides in, if
applicable. Derived from “Hydrographic Catchments“ GIS dataset. Refer
to References.
The name of the estuary that site resides in, if applicable. Derived from
“Western Australia Coastal Waterways Geomorphic Habitat Mapping”
GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the Bureau of Meteorology rainfall district that the site
resides in, if applicable. Derived from “Rainfall Districts” GIS dataset.
Refer to References.
The name of the local government authority that site resides in, if
applicable. Derived from “Local Government Authority and Locality
Boundaries” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the Locality that site resides in, if applicable. Derived from
“Localities of Western Australia” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The departmental management region that site resides in, if applicable.
Derived from “Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
Regional Boundaries” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the nearby local landmark, or the geographic locality that
site resides in, if available. Derived from “GEONOMA Road and
Topographical Feature Database” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the groundwater province that site resides in, if applicable.
Derived from “Groundwater Provinces” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the AWRC river basin that site resides in, if applicable.
Derived from “Hydrographic Basins” GIS dataset. Refer to References.
The name of the groundwater area that site resides in, if applicable.
Derived from “DWAID Groundwater Areas” GIS dataset. Refer to
References.
The name of the surface water area that site resides in, if applicable.
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Column name

Site Comment

Description
Derived from “Surface Water Allocation Areas (DWAID)” GIS dataset.
Refer to References.
General comments about the site.

Depth Measurement Points
Depth Measurement Points (DMPs) describe the relationships between local
measurement /reference points from which depths are measured, and established
datums 2 such as the Australian Height Datum (AHD), or local datums such as
Ground Level (GL). Relationships can also be defined between different DMPS at
the site, e.g. from MP to TOC.
DMPs can include such things as fixed Measurement Points (MPs), Top of Casings
(TOCs), Ground Levels (GLs), and Permanent Marks (PMs).
DMPs allow depth and height measurements to be converted and expressed in
different datums, e.g. if the TOC of a bore is 80 mAHD, and a water level reading is
35 m below TOC, the water level can be expressed as 45 mAHD (80 - 35).
The most common datum is AHD, but not all sites are surveyed to this datum. The
relationship between a DMP and a datum plane is expressed in metres as an
elevation.
Relationships are time-based. That is, they may be in effect for certain periods.
Sometimes changes at the site elevation mean that a previous DMP is no longer
relevant, e.g. if local earthworks change the ground level and / or the bore headworks
are modified.
Commencing in July 2016, DWER started moving towards a convention of all depth
measurements being taken from a nominated fixed Measurement Point (MP) at each
site. Previous depth measurements could have been taken from any DMP at the
site, and historical data reflects this.
Water level conversions for historical data must use the conversion factor applicable
to the reference point that was used when the reading was taken. It should never be
assumed that one reference point has been used for depth measurements over the
entire life of the site.

2 A Datum is a plane relative to the Earth's surface against which vertical measurements are referenced. It may be a formally
defined standard datum (e.g. AHD), or a local reference datum (e.g. ground level).
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Depth measurement points in printable site reports

Depth measurement points in spreadsheet reports

Column name
Site Ref
Measurement Point
Type
Elevation (m as per
Datum Plane)
Datum
Measurement Method
Date
Comments

Description
The primary site reference.
The name of the local reference point from which vertical measurements
are made or referenced, e.g. measurement point (MP), top of casing (TOC),
ground level (GL), permanent mark (PM, etc.
The elevation in metres of the reference point in relation to the datum plane
specified in the Datum column.
The target Datum in which the depth measurement is to be expressed.
The method used to obtain the elevation measurement. May indicate its
accuracy.
The date on which the elevation was established. May be superseded by a
similar DRP-Datum relationship established at a later date.
Relevant comments about the DRP, e.g. top of casing re-surveyed following
bore maintenance.

Table 16: Depth reference points – spread sheet report

Drilling
This section provides information about the drilling of bores, including depths, hole
diameters and drilling fluids used. Borehole depths are expressed as metres below
Ground Level.

Drilling details in printable site reports
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Drilling details in spreadsheet reports

(Note, multiple sites)

Borehole information
This section provide general information about boreholes, such as date completed,
the bore owner, the drilling company and rig used, and final depths of drilling and
construction.
Borehole details in printable site reports

Borehole details in spreadsheet reports

Casing
Information about the casing used in a bore. Contains details about the type of
element (casing, packer, headworks, etc.) the material it is made of, inlet particulars
depths, diameters, apertures, and general comments.
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Casing details in printable site reports

Casing details in spreadsheet reports

Fill
Details about the fill used in bores: the types of fill, materials used, depths applicable,
volumes in m3, and the grain sizes.
Fill details in printable site reports
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Fill details in spreadsheet reports

Aquifers
The aquifers intersected and screened by a bore.
There are two general types of aquifer:
1. Those identified by a DWER hydrogeologist and referenced to an official
DWER aquifer in the department’s DWAID system. The names of these
aquifers are reported in the Aquifer Name column.
2. Those identified by non-DWER parties in various external reports and
registration forms, and not necessarily linked to an official DWAID aquifer.
These aquifers are indicated by the text, “Reported aquifer(non-DOW)” in the
Aquifer Name column. The reported name is given in the Comments, e.g.
“Reported aquifer: Cockleshell Gully”. This may or may not be accurate, and
may or may not relate to a DWAID aquifer.
The Depth From/To column is intended to indicate the upper and lower depths of the
aquifer in metres below Ground Level, not the screened depth. Much of this data is
not populated, and some historical depths are likely to be screen intervals.
Important Note: very little aquifer information is captured for non-DWER bores, and
only about half of DWER bores have aquifer information.

Aquifers in printable site reports
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Aquifers in spreadsheet reports

Lithology log

Lithology logs describe the physical characteristics of rocks within boreholes over
depth, including how interpreted, the substance, and a description of the
composition, grain size, texture, degree of cementation (or lithification) and structures
that determine rock type.
Lithology logs present descriptions at depth of the different types of sedimentary,
igneous and metamorphic rocks found in the borehole.
These are presented in ascending order of depth range (positive downwards).
Lithology log in printable site reports
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Lithology log in site spread sheet reports

Stratigraphy log
Stratigraphy logs (previously known as ‘Summary logs’) summarise the stratigraphy
(geological strata) of boreholes over depth, showing the interpretation date and type
of interpreter, the strata and the first three main lithological units defined.
Stratigraphy log in printable site reports

Stratigraphy log in site spread sheet reports
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Advanced data summary
The advanced (detailed) data availability summary is available in printable PDF and
spreadsheet formats. It provides statistics on the number of measurements taken at
each site, and the first and last measurement date. Its purpose is to help find sites
and datasets of interest. A basic data availability summary is also available, from the
WIR report store and the site identification popup window. The spreadsheet formats
are only available from the report store. They are useful for filtering and sorting
information.
The PDF summary is actually presented in three sub reports.
Readings by project

This report presents measurement statistics by the projects that collect data at the
site. A site can be measured by any number of different projects with varying
objectives, and collecting different types of data. Refer to section 0 for details.
Listings of projects can be downloaded from the WIR help and reference page.
Readings by data category

This report provides site measurement statistics by Data Category. Refer to section 3
for information about data categories.
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Readings by variable type

This report provides site measurement statistics by variable type. In broad terms,
variable types are a categorisation of variables, and a further breakdown of data
categories. Variable types especially relate to water quality data and provide useful
groupings for chemistry analysis, e.g. nutrients, organics and metals.
The spreadsheet provides a single table of information containing site measurement
statistics broken down by project, data category and variable type. Filtering and
sorting can be applied to find sites of interest.
Advanced Data Availability Summary spreadsheet

6.3

Pre-computed reports

Pre-computed reports are generated offline and then published either to a public
website for individual download, or to a pre-computed report store for bulk packaging
and delivery through WIR.
Individual site reports
The following illustration from the public website shows a list of hyperlinked reports
available for an individual site. This page was opened from the WIR site identifier
popup window.
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Groupings are based on whether the reports relate to archive or telemetry data.
Standard telemetry reports are generally limited to the last six days, but some
supplementary telemetry reports may contain data over longer periods.
Bulk packaged reports
Bulk packaged pre-computed reports will come in a zipped file that contains
individual zipped site files, as illustrated below ([Site_Ref].autoreports.zip):
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To unpack the archive:
1 Create a folder on a local drive and extract all of the package files into it, e.g.:

2 Individually extract the site archives into their own subfolders (e.g.
“601001.autoreports.zip”).
3 Open the site subfolder. It will contain an .htm file prefixed with the site
reference, e.g. 601001.htm. Double-click this file and it will open an index
page that lists all the reports provided for the site.

4 Then just click on the links to open each report as required.
Water level plots
Water level plots for groundwater are sourced from both discrete and continuous
data (but mainly discrete).
For ease of interpretation, connecting lines have been drawn on plots of both discrete
and continuous data. Technically speaking, only the continuous data plots should
have connecting lines because with this data the lines are a valid representation of
intermediate values. Discrete data plots should not have connecting lines because
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the line may not be a valid representation of intermediate values. This is clearly
shown in the example below, where the line between the last two data points is
obviously incorrect.

(Other invalid connecting lines are likely to be far less obvious than this, and lead to
misinterpretation of the data.)
A lack of connecting lines on discrete data plots, even though technically correct, can
make them difficult if not impossible to read, e.g.:

For this reason, connecting lines have now been added to the discrete water level
plots, as shown in the following figure.
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They can be identified by the word ‘Discrete’ in the variable name at the top of the
plot (circled in red above).
Plots of discrete data need to be read with caution, and in conjunction with actual
data. The data will reveal such things as:
•

values that are below or above detect (e.g. ‘>50m bGL’, indicating that the
bore is blocked or dry; this will not be obvious from the plot because only
values are indicated, not other qualifying symbols)

•

comments or codes indicating that a reading could not be taken, even if a site
visit occurred, or that a site visit could not be made

•

significant gaps in data (these may not be obvious for plots that cover large
numbers of years, as gaps can be ‘hidden’ amongst the data; for example,
there is a gap of 344 days during 1973-74 in the above plot, so the line
between the points is incorrect).
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Telemetered data in text format
Limited amounts of telemetry data (the previous six days only) are available from the
Pre-computed report store. The data comes in comma-delimited flat ASCII text files,
e.g.:

The data does not have column headers, but the following standard columns are
used.
Table 17: Pre-computed reports – data file columns
Position

Column

Description

1

Site reference

The default reference code or number for the
site.

2

From-variable

The variable against which the original result is
stored, and calculated from - if transformation
occurs.
(A listing of TS variables is available in Table
1.)

3

To-variable

The variable that identifies the displayed or
calculated result. If no transformation has
occurred, the From-variable and To-variable
are the same.

4

Time

The time of the result in 24hr HH:MM:SS
format.

5

Date

The date of the result in DD/MM/YYYY format.

6

Value

The result to three decimal places.

7

Quality Code

The quality code for the result.
(A listing of TS quality codes is available in
Table 10.)
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Dataset references

GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Map Sheet / Data indexes 2004 (for 1:100 000 and 1:250 000
NATMAP and GEODATA TOPO 250K). Copyright © Geoscience Australia
ANZLIC UNIQUE IDENTIFIER: ANZCW0703005264.
CUSTODIAN: Geoscience Australia.
JURISDICTION : Australia
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: GEONOMA Road and Topographical Feature Database. ©
Western Australian Land Information Authority trading as Landgate
LOCAL TITLE: GEONOMA.
CUSTODIAN: Department of Land Information, (Landgate) Western Australia.
JURISDICTION: Western Australia (including Christmas and Cocos (Keeling)
Islands)
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Local Government Authority and Locality Boundaries. © Western
Australian Land Information Authority trading as Landgate
CUSTODIAN: Landgate
JURISDICTION: Western Australia.
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Localities of Western Australia. © Western Australian Land
Information Authority trading as Landgate
CUSTODIAN: Landgate
JURISDICTION: Western Australia.
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
Regional Boundaries
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
JURISDICTION: Western Australia
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Hydrographic Catchments
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER).
JURISDICTION: Western Australia.
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Hydrographic Basins
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER).
JURISDICTION: Western Australia.
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Rainfall Districts
CUSTODIAN: Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)
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CONTACT : Bernie Stokes – BOM.
Telephone: 03 9669 4474 Fax 03 9669 4699, email: b.stokes@bom.gov.au
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Western Australia Coastal Waterways Geomorphic Habitat
Mapping, © Geoscience Australia
CUSTODIAN: Geoscience Australia
JURISDICTION: Australia.
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: DWAID Groundwater Areas
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
JURISDICTION: Western Australia
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: DWAID Groundwater Subareas
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
JURISDICTION: Western Australia
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Groundwater Provinces
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
JURISDICTION: Western Australia
GIS dataset:
DATASET TITLE: Surface Water Allocation Areas (DWAID)
CUSTODIAN: Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
JURISDICTION: Western Australia
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